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Abstract. In the paper the basic questions connected with modeling of 
communal sewage networks are presented and the formulas of model
ling the basic network parameters are analyzed. The problem described 
concerns gravitational sewage networks divided by nodes into branches 
and sectors. Hydraulic calculation of sewage networks are commonly 
carried out by means of nomograms being in form of charts in which 
relations between network parameters like canal diameters, flow rates, 
hydraulic slopes and flow velocities are designed. In traditional plan
ning the hydraulic values of sewage networks are simply read from the 
nomogram chart tables. Another way of networks calculation is use of 
professional software like SWMM that models the sewage flows in the 
canals by means of differential liquid equations. In both approaches the 
user is a mechanical operator of fixed procedures that mostly does not 
know the meaning of his actions. In the paper the another way of exe
cuting hydraulic calculations of sewage networks is presented. The nu
merical solutions of nonlinear equations describing the physical phe
nomena of sewage flows are used and explained. The presented algo
rithms developed for static and dynamic sewage network modelling 
enable a quick analysis of net parameters and open the possibility of 
fast, simple and comprehensible network modeling and planning. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Modelling and planning of communal sewage networks is a difficult 
problem because of the complexity of mathematical equations that are 
to use if one wants to describe exactly the wastewater flows in network 
canals and because of the variety of networks types. In case of drink 
water networks which are pressure systems their main parameters are 
water flows and pressures whose values are dependent on pipe diame
ters and on the water pressures produced by the pump stations located 
on the networks. Contrary to this the wastewater networks are gravita
tional ones whose main hydraulic parameters are sewage flows and 
filling heights in the canals and the factors deciding about their values 
are canal diameters, slopes and profiles. The classic approach of 
planning the sewage systems consists in using the co called nomograms 
which are diagrams visualizing relations between the canal diameters, 
slopes and filling heights as well as the sewage flow intensities and 
velocities. The wanted values of these parameters are picked off from 



the nomograms which are results of former calculations made with the 
formulas commonly used for computing the sewage networks (formulas 
of Chezy, Colebrooke-White and of Manning) [l, 2, 3, JO]. More 
advanced approach for modelling the communal sewage systems means 
the use of hydraulic models of wastewater networks like SWMM soft
ware developed by EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) what re
quires however some knowledge of and skills in informatics [7] . The 
classical approach of sewage systems modelling is very mechanical and 
the second one is very complicated. 

In the paper an indirect approach to calculate the hydraulic parameters 
of wastewater networks is proposed and using it some algorithms for a 
simple numerical solution of nonlinear equations resulted from the 
main hydraulic formulas and rules describing the networks are present
ed. This approach makes possible fast analysis of the main network 
parameters, i.e. of canal filling heights and sewage flow velocities, and 
it enables fast and simple simulation of the investigated sewage system. 
One of the algorithms presented has been used for static simulation and 
planning of an exemplary wastewater network of sanitary type. Chang
ing the values of intensities of sewage inflows into the network in some 
chosen network nodes one can simply calculate new values of canal 
filling heights and flow velocities sewage passing the canals. Other 
algorithms presented are stated for the case of networks dynamic simu
lation. The approach proposed enables to understand clearly the rela
tions combining different hydraulic parameters of sewage canals. 

2. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 

In general the following kinds of sewage can be distinguished: house
keeping (sanitary) sewage, industrial sewage, rain wastewater, drainage 
sewage and ground water. The following sewage networks can be 
marked out depending on the kind of the wastewater transported: 

a) rain water network 

b) housekeeping network 

c) combined network. 

In a combined network all kinds of the wastewater are led through the 
common canals. At the present time the separated sewage systems are 
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mostly used in which the rain water network and the housekeeping one 
are divided from one another. 

In this paper the following basic assumptions are made: 

• Only housekeeping or combined sewage nets are considered, di-
vided by nodes into branches and segments. 

• The nodes are the points of connection of several network seg
ments or branches or the points of changing the network parameters as 
well as of location of sewage inflows into the network (sink basins, rain 
inlets, connecting basins). In the connecting nodes the flow balance 
equations and the condition of levels consistence are satisfied. 

• The nets considered are of gravitational type. 

Modelling and planning the sewage networks means the solution of the 
following tasks: 

• Hydraulic calculation of the network for known section crosses 
and for known canal slopes. Then the calculation of canal filling heights 
as well as of flow velocities depending on the sewage flow rates must 
be done. This calculation is done for the respective net segments using 
the earlier received flow values. 

• Designing new segments of the network. It concerns the case when 
some new segments of the network are to add to the existing ones. In 
this situation diameters and slopes for new canals must be chosen. It is 
assumed that the sewage inflows are known. 

3. BASIC HYDRAULIC DEPENDENCES IN SEWAGE 

NETWORK FOR STATIC SIMULATION 

It is assumed that all segment parameters such as shape, canal 
dimension, bottom slope or roughness are constant. Thanks to these 
assumptions all following relations concern the steady state problem. 

According to Manning formula [l] the flow velocity of sewage depends 
on hydraulic radius R and radius R depends on the filling height H. The 
Manning formula for velocity v has the form: 



I 1. 1-
v = - · R 3 . J 2 

n 
(1) 

where: R - hydraulic radius, J - canal slope, n - roughness coefficient, 
v - flow velocity. 

The relations presented in the following concern the canals with circu
lar section. From Manning formula and talcing into account canal ge
ometry the following relations result: 

for H <= 0.5d: 

d2 
A = - · (rp - sin rp) 

8 

rp = 2 · arccos(i-2 · JJ) 

R = f d ( 1 - si: rp J 
for H> 0.5d: 

Jrd2 d2 . 
A = - - - · (rp - sm rp) 

4 8 

rp = 2 · arccos(2-1J-1) 

R = :!._ + :!._ . __ s_in __ rp __ 
4 8 Jr-0.5rp 

(2a) 

(2b) 

(2c) 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(3c) 

where: A - cross-section area, H - filling height, r - radius of circular 
canal, rp - central angle, d - canal inside diameter. 

From the above expressions one can see that for circular canals the 
cross-section area A and hydraulic radius R depend on the canal filling 
height Hand as a result the sewage flow velocity v depends on canal 
filling height H when canal slope J and diameter dare given. 

We define in the following the canal filling degree in form Hid. In Fig. I 
the relations between A and Hid and between R and Hid for different 
values d are shown. The figure shows that section area A increases 
monotonically with growing canal filling Hid. For greater diameter val-
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ues the increase of section area is faster and its values are greater. The 
greatest value of A is in case of total canal filling and it equals mf-14. 
Hydraulic radius R increases from zero and achieves its maximum for 
the filling ratio of 81,3% and then it decreases to the value equal to half 
of the canal height. For the total filling and for the half canal filling the 
value of radius is d/4. For greater diameters d also the hydraulic radius 
grows but the shape of the curves does not depend on d. 
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Fig. I. Dependences between cross-section area A and canal filling degree 
Hid (top), and between hydraulic radius R and canal filling degree 
Hid for different diameters d ( down). 

The sewage velocity depends on the canal parameters like diameter, 
canal slope and roughness coefficient and on the canal filling degree 
(see Fig. 2). The sections of the surface from Fig. 2on-the-top, received 
by using planes J =const., are presented in Fig. 2down. They show that 
the function describing velocity v depending on filling degree Hid have 
the shapes similar to the functions describing hydraulic radius R. The 
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sewage velocity increases from zero and achieves its maximum for the 
filling degree of 81,3% and then it decreases to the value equal to half 
of the canal height. Greater diameters d increase only velocities v but 
the shape of the curves presented does not depend on d. 

An exemplary section of the surface from Fig. 2on-the-top got by the 
use of plane H/d=const. is shown in Fig. 3(top). It shows that the flow 
velocity increases monotonically with the growing canal slope for the 
given filling degree. Fig. 3(down) shows the relation between flow ve
locity v and canal filling Hid for different slope values J. One can see 
from this Figure that greater values of canal slope increase only velocity 
values and they do not influence the shape of the curves designed. 
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Fig. 2. Dependences between flow velocity v, canal filling degree Hid and 
canal slope J for roughness coefficient n=0,013 and for canal diameter 
d=0.6 (on the top), and between v and Hid for n=0,013 and J=5% for 
different values d ( down). 
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Fig. 3. Dependences between flow velocity v and canal slope J for given ca
nal filling Hid (top), and between v and Hid for roughness coefficient 
n= 0,013 and for diameter d=0.6 for different J (down). 

4. ALGORITHMS FOR THE CALCULATION OF WASTE-

WATERNETWORKS IN STEADY STATE 

4.1. The algorithm for modelling canal filling heights and flow 

velocities 

The algorithm presented requires the following data for its calculation: 

• type of the network- housekeeping sewage net or combined sew-
age net 

• structure of the network - numbers of segments and of nodes and 
the type of nodes 
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• maximal sewage inflow into the network and the corresponding 
input node number 

• slopes of canal and the canal dimensions. 

The task of the algorithm is to determine the following values for given 
values of rate inflows Q;: 

• filling heights in each wastewater network segment 

• flow velocity for each network segment. 

The calculation scheme presented below is for the canals with circular 
section. The algorithm consists of the following steps (see Fig. 6): 

Step 1. Entering the network structure and input data, i.e. number of 
nodes NW, number of segments N, set of nodes W={j= I , ..... , NW}, set 
of segments U={i=l, ..... , N}, set of diameters {d;}, set of slopes for 
segments J;, i=l , ... , N, roughness coefficients n;. 

Step 2. Calculating the inflow rates for network input nodes; they are 
calculated depending on the kind of sewage. For the housekeeping and 
industrial sewages the maximal hour inflow Q for given network seg
ment can be calculated according to the relation [I , 3, 4, 5]: 

Q _ Nhma.xM·qsr 
hmax - 24 (4) 

where: M - number of residents for the given segment of the net, q;, -
average wastewater amount for average housekeeping unit, Nhmax - rate 
of irregularity for 24 hours. 

For the rain the wastewater inflow can be expressed as follows [I, 3, 5]: 

(5) 

where: Q- rain wastewater inflow caused by infiltration [dm31/s], F
area of drainage basin for the canal segment considered [ha], If/ -ratio 

between the rain wastewater amount passing into canals and the rain 
wastewater amount coming from the whole area defined for the model
ling, rp - rate of delay between the rain time and the time of infiltration 

result, qd - rain intensity. 



Step 3. For given rate inflows Q; in segments i=l, .... , None can 
determine the following values: filling heights H;, hydraulic radius 
values R; and flow velocities v;. 

1. From the Manning formula and taking into account the canal geome
try one can lead out the following relations for: 

For x ~ 0,5: 

/J·F'j(x)-Q=0 

FJ(x)= (rp1(x)-sin(~1(xJ))J 

rpJ(x)3 

tpJ(x) = 2-arcco{I-2-x) 

For x > 0,5: 

/J·F2(x)-Q=0 

X=Jj_ 
d 

Fz (x) = 2 . (n - 0,5 · rpz (x) + 0,5 · sin }'P2 (x)))1 

(1r - 0,5 · q:>z (x)}1 

<P2 (x) = 2 · arccos (2 · x -1) 

1 ! ( I J! .l /3=05·-·(d)J - - . J2 , n 4 

(6a) 

(6b) 

(6c) 

(7a) 

(7b) 

(7c) 

(8) 

where: H- filling height, q:,- central angle, d- inside canal diameter, J 
- canal slope, n - roughness coefficient, Q- rate inflow, Hid - canal 
filling degree. 

Parameter fJ in (8) depends on canal diameter d and on canal slope J 
and for the fixed diameter values and canal slopes it is constant. Solv
ing equations (6a-7b) one can obtain canal filling degree Hid as a func
tion of flow rate Q. In Fig. 4 the relation between parameter ~, canal 
diameter d and canal slope J is shown. 
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Fig. 4. Relation between parameter ~, d and J. 

2. For canal filling Hid calculated above the hydraulic radius R; can be 
determined according to the formula: 

For X <= 0.5: 

R=¾{r_si;(f)) 

(fJ = 2 · arccos (1 - 2 - : ) 

For x > 0.5: 

R = :!_(1r-0.5(f)+0.5sin((f))) 
4 ,r-0.5(/J 

(fJ = 2 -arcco{2 -! -1) 
3. The flow velocity is to calculate from the formula: 

2 I 
v=LR1 .J2 

n 

(9a) 

(9b) 

(10a) 

(!Ob) 

(11) 

Knowing the network geometry, i.e. slopes, shapes and diameters of the 
canals as well as the wastewater inflows Q;, one can calculate filling 
heights and flow velocities for each network canal. The calculation is 
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carried out for each network segment beginning from the farthest one 
and going step by step to the nearest segment regarding the wastewater 
treatment plant. 

In Fig. 5 relations between canal filling degree x and canal diameter d 
for the different flow values Qare designed. 

, .. 
o;~ t===s::==:::~==~:;:::::~;::==================1 :~if==;~~,==;s~~~s---2,~;;-i~=============~ 
'' 0.•5 , .. 

O.JS 

'·' 0.25 ,, 
---....... 

0
0~~ t================================1 

o.°6 t=:::=:::=::::==::::=:::=::::=:::====::::=:::=::::=:::::==;:::::;:;::j 

Fig. 5. Relations between canal filling degree x and canal diameter d for the 
different values of Q. 

Step 4. The equations of flow balances IQJ = 0 and the conditions of 
j::t;i 

surface levels equality are calculated in each network node. 

Step 5. The whole network is to calculate one after another with the 
wastewater inflows changed. Under assumption of constant sewage 
flows into the network segments the sewage system simulation can be 
executed for a sequence of time steps, for a couple of hours or days; by 
such the calculation the change of the wastewater inflows occurring 
with the time must be considered. 

I I 



Calculate flow rate Q in i-th node 
from the flow balance 

y 

Calculate p according to 
the formula (S) 

Q<l ,r-{J 

Soh-ing equations (6a-6c} or(7a- 7c} 

we obtain canal filling degree-Rid 

Calculate the hydraulic radius R 
and the flow velocity,., according to 

th, formula (9a-9b) or (!0a-!0b) 
and(ll) 

N 
i=N 

N Equation has t\vo 
~--1--->-1roots or doe s not 

have solutions 

N 

Change of 
waste..,yater 
inflowQ in 
the i-th node 

Change. of one or 
both parameter d 
and Jusing 
algorithm4.3 

y 

y 

Fig. 6. Scheme of the algorithm for calculating canal filling heights and flow 
velocity. 
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4.2 Analysis of equations (6a-6c) and (7a-7c) 

Equations ( 6a-7b) for calculating the canal filling degree are nonlinear 
and to solve them the standard numerical methods for solving nonlinear 
algebraic equations can be applied. In order to determine the equation 
roots some conditions for parameter p and sewage flow Q must be ful
filled that will be discussed in the following. 

~•F-Q 

02 ,., 
.. , 
<2 
<.J 

--, -- -~' ./ 
// 

/'/ ~ .... 
:,,,, / £ 

' --- ./ / _,, / 
/ 

~ 
~ 

-asa.H-Q:pl'P- -Q=G.2 

Fig. 7. Diagrams of function P·F(x)-Q for different values of Q in values 
range (O; n·P> (top) and in values range (O; 2n·P> (down). 

Function F(x)=F1(x)+F2(x) is continuous in values range (O; l >. For x = 
1, i.e. for the full canal filling, there is F = 21rand for x = 0.5 we get F = 
,r. In values range (O; 0.8> function F(x) is growing monotone. In val
ues range (0.8; l > the function reaches its maximum Fmax = 6.7588 for 
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x = 0.9381. It is diminishing in values range (0.9381; l>. This analysis 
has been done for d = 0.6, J = 1 % and n = 0.013. For fixed network 
parameters like canal diameter d and canal slope J, equationjJ-F(x)- Q 
= 0 has the solutions depending on sewage flow Q (see Fig. 7). 

EquationjJ-F(x)-Q=0 has the following roots: 

1. For xE(0; 0.5> there is only one root and the following inequality 
must be fulfilled: 0< Q s; 1r-fJ. This inequality defines a values range for 
sewage flows Q for fixed canal diameters d and canal slopes J. 

2. For xE(0.5; l> equation/J-F(x)- Q=0 has the following roots: 

• one root for xE(0.5; 1) and 1r/J < Q < 21r-fJ 

• two roots for xE(0.5; l> and 21r·/J s; Q < /J-6.7586936 whereas for Q 
=21r·/Jtherearex1 = 1 andx2=0.81963. 

The results of the discussion are shown in Fig. 8 in which the case with 
two roots of equation JJ-F(x) - Q = 0 is presented for Q = 21r-fJ and Q = 
0.63 (Q < p 6,7588) (Fig. 8 top). 

P"F.Q 

- - 0s0.u -Q:(J.51 
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~•F.Q 

--Qo2"p•p-QoO,ll 

Fig. 8. Diagrams of function P·F(x) - Q for n·P < Q < 21t·P (top) and of 
function P·F(x)- Q for 2wP:,; Q < P*Fmax (down). 

For the fixed network parameters such as a canal diameter d and canal 
slope J the above relations let to decide what are the solutions for the 
given flow Q and whether the value of Q is not greater than the upper 
limit /J-6.7586936, what means the lack of solutions. In such the case a 
change of one or of both of the fixed network parameters d and J must 
be considered. 

tt'd 

II cctZ, 
Fig. 9. Relation between the solution of P·F(x )- Q = 0 and flow Q for 

d = 0.6. 

The result of the above relations says that the flow value Q depends on 
parameter /J. On the another side parameter fJ depends on the canal di
ameter d and on the canal slope J. The equation describing the depend-
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ence between canal filling and flow in range (0; 21r/3) has only one so
lution and that is why this range is highly relevant. 

In Fig. 9 the relation between the solution of equation fJ-F(x) - Q = 0 
and flow Q ford= 0.6, J = 2%, n = 0.013 and 0 < Q < 21r/3 and in Fig. 
10 the same relation for different d and J = 1 % where J = II d are de
signed. 

Hid 
0,,------------------
O.Bt--------,'---./-..- --_-_-__ --,_c,--
0.7t------~~----,-----c,,.-<----
0.6+------,'.;_---,::~:__-=-"'':...'_--_-___ _ 
0.5 ..,,,,,,,,,,,.. _ .. ---- ---'·' ..,,,,, ______ _ 

0, , - '/:-----

01 'k,.,. 
o.1 IY.,, 

0 2 4 6 I 10 12 14 16 1110 l2 24 16 21 JO Jl 34 3' JI~ ,f2 44 "6 41 SO S2 54 '6 

-d=2.5 •• ··d=2 ----d=3 

Fig. 10. Relation between the solution of P·F(x )- Q = 0 and flow Q for 
diferent d. 

The result of the above relations says that the flow value Q depends on 
parameter /J. On the another side parameter fJ depends on the canal di
ameter d and on the canal slope J. The equation describing the depend
ence between canal filling and flow in range (0; 21r/3) has only one so
lution and that is why this range is highly relevant. 

4.3 The algorithm for planning canal diameters for given flow 

values 

The calculation procedure shown below concerns the following cases 
(see Fig. 12): 

• flow Q exceeds the upper boundary of values domain for 
/J-6.7586936; then a change of values for given canal diameters d and 
slopes Jhave to be considered. 
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• new segments must be added to the existing network; then the 
diameters and slopes must be defined for the new canals under the as
sumption that sewage inflows Q into the canals have been forecasted 
and they are known. 

In both cases while calculating diameters and slopes for the new canals 
for given flows Q the inequality 2TCP - Q > 0 has to be considered. The 
fulfilling of the inequality warrants the existence of only 1 solution of 
the equation describing the relation between canal slope J and canal 
flow Q. 

The calculation procedure consists of the following steps which are 
realized for the forecasted and fixed flow values Q: 

Step 1. Determination of canal slope value J. The value can be deter
mined according to the existing technical standards or calculated re
garding the relations for minimal slopes which are known from litera
ture [4, 6, 10, 9]: 

J=2-
d 

where a - parameter depending on the art of sewage system, or: 

J = Tmin = 4 ·rmin ·(Jr - 0,5 ·q>) ,_!_ 
p • R p • (1r - 0,5 • q, + 0,5 • sin q,) d 

(12a) 

(12b) 

with cp = 2 • arcco~2 • if- 1) , where: J - minimal canal bottom slope 

ensuring the occurrence of canal self-purification, r.11;11 - tangential ten
sion [kg/m2], with r.11;11 > 0,225 [kg/m2] for communal and industrial 
wastewater, p - specific gravity of sewage kg/m3, R - hydraulic radius. 

The canal slope shall be calculated for 60% - 70% of the canal filling 
height. 

The bottom slope is a limit slope and is expressed as 

3 778 · 10-3 
Jg = ' dl / 3 

Step 2. Solving the following equations: 

8 

,;·d3 -Q=0 

(12c) 

(13) 
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a) For J =-}: 
13 

a 1 · d 6 - Q = 0 (14a) 

b) For J ensuring canal self-purification: 

I 
13 

a2·d 6 -Q=O a 2 = k. (l-p ·( 'r min ) 2 (14b) 
n 4 1,1 106 ·p 

c) For the bottom slopeJ: 

2. 
a3 · d 2 - Q = 0 

1,4 

1,2 
If 

.'/ ,' 
0,8 

0,6 

0.4 

0,2 

I/,' 

-0,2 

~.4 

~., 

/1/: 
/'/ ,· 

,,1/ ,' 

___g~~s , o's 07 08 -,, ........ .. 
--0,0,2 -0,0,3 •••. 0,0.s 

09 1 11 
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~;:::~·'=======================1 

' Fig.I 1. Pictures of function ~ . d 2 - Q for the different values of Q(top) 
and relations between canal diameter d and canal flow Q for different 
canal slopes J ( down). 

From the above equations one can calculate canal diameter d for fore
casted flow value Q. Solving equations (13) for known Q we get the 

• minimal bottom diameter d. and above it the nonequality ,; . d ' - Q > o 
is fulfilled. The diameters values less or equal the bottom value are 
forbidden. For the bottom slope (case 3) the resulted relations are pre-
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sented in Fig. 11 (top). 

It c.hoose one ofthtte mammforcanal 
slope J calculation 

Calculate J according to 
thefonnula(lla) 

l 
Sol\.ing equation (Ua) we 
obtain the diameter ralue d 

Ca1C1Jlate J according to 

theforntula(l2b) 

Solving equation (14b)we 
obtain the diameter Yalue d 

Calculate J according to 

the fonnulil (12c) as the l 
limitmgslope 

S0l11ng equ,oon(Uc)"' 
obtam the cliameten·alue d 

Fig. 12. Scheme of the algorithm for calculating canal diameters for given 
flow values. 
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If a solution d. of the equation (13) exists, then inequality 
8 

, . d 3 - Q > o is valid for all values d > d •. If canal slope J has been 
calculated from relations (12a-12c) and valued greater than d. will be 
taken into account then one shall pass to Step 1 and the canal slope has 
to be calculated again. If a solution of equation (13) does not exist then 
one shall return to Step I, change value J and solve once again equation 
(13). In Fig. ll(down) relations between the solution of equation (13) 
( concerning canal diameter d) and canal flow Q for different canal 
slopes J are shown. 

4.4. Simulation of an exemplary wastewater network 

The algorithms presented for modellinsg and planning the sewage 
networks have been tested on an exemplary housekeeping network 
consisting in general of 27 nodes connected by 26 segments (Fig. 13). 
The net consits of 14 input nodes (W6, W1, Ws, W10, W11 , W14, Wis, W16, 
W1 9, W20, W21, W23 , W2s, W26, W21) and of 1 output node W1 . Other 
nodes constitute the connections between different segments of the 
network. The arrows in Fig. 13 show the sewage flow direction. 

The sewage flow rates values for the input nodes are given in advance. 
The flow rates in the connection nodes have been calculated according 
to the balance equations. For the respective segments diameters d = 0,2 
and the canal slopes J=0,5%o have been given. For such the structure of 
the net the filling hights Hid and flow velocities v in the respective 
segments have been calculated. 

The network investigated was also calculated by means of MOSKAN 
system worked out in IBS PAN [8]. This system is based on hydraulic 
model SWMMS developed by EPA [11] . 
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Fig. 13. Structure of the sewage net investigated. 
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Table 1. Results of modelling computations for the exemplary net shown in Fig. 13. 

input 
flows in 

Upper Lower 
Segment nows in 

segments Hid V Hid[%] v [m/s] 

node node 
node 

Q [% ] [m/s] MOSKAN MOSKAN 
[dm3/s] 

W6 W5 I 0,56 0,56 10,72 0,309 II 0,29 

W7 W5 2 0,31 0,31 8,09 0,259 8 0,26 

W5 W4 3 0,27 1,14 15,08 0,383 15 0,38 

Wl0 W9 4 0,36 0,36 8,69 0;271 9 0,27 

Wll W9 5 1,13 1,13 15,02 0,382 14,6 0,39 

W9 W4 6 0,64 2,13 20,48 0,460 20 0,46 

W4 W3 7 0,64 3,91 27,78 0,549 28 0,55 

W8 W3 8 0, 11 0,11 4,98 0,189 5 0,19 

W3 W2 9 0,1 4,12 28,53 0,557 29 0,56 

Wl4 Wl3 IO 0, 11 0, 11 4,98 0,189 5 0,19 

Wl5 Wl3 11 0,32 0,32 8,22 0,261 8 0,26 

Wl3 Wl2 12 0,23 0,66 11,59 0,325 12 0,33 

W16 Wl2 13 0,24 0,24 7,17 0,240 7 0,24 

Wl2 W2 14 1,86 2,76 23 ,29 0,497 23 0,49 

W2 WI 15 0,73 7,61 39,42 0,66 1 39 0,66 

W23 W22 16 4,56 4,56 30,06 0,574 30 0,58 

W27 W22 17 4,4 4,4 29,5 1 0,568 30 0,57 

W25 W24 18 4,81 4,81 30,90 0,582 31 0,58 

W26 W24 19 3,53 3,53 26,37 0,533 26 0,53 

W24 W22 20 3,69 12,03 51,10 0,745 51 0,75 

mm , m;; ~~ ma IE ~ 
W19 W18 22 0,83 0,83 12,94 0,348 13 0,35 

W20 Wl8 23 0,3 0,3 7,97 0,256 8 0,26 

W21 W18 24 0,19 0,19 6,43 0,223 6 0,22 

W18 Wl7 25 0,22 1,54 17,46 0,419 17 0,42 

~...l ~"QfJll~ ~ 21116-I ~ ma~ Sewage 
Wl plant 
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The results obtained from the modelling run are presented in Table 1 
for both cases of modelling, using the algorithm proposed in 4.1 and 
using MOSKAN system. 

The analysis of the results shows that for two network segments 21 and 
26 the canal filling degrees are too large and they exceed the given al
lowable value of 75% of filling high. The sewage inflows are fixed and 
then some new canal diameters and new canal slopes have to be calcu
lated what has been done using the planning algorithm proposed in 4.3. 

Three cases of calculation of bottom slope Jhave been applied and they 
are: 

a. J is the inverse of diameter d according to (12a); 

b. J is the minimal slope securing the self-purification process in the 
sewage canal according to (12b); 

c. J is the limit slope according to (12c). 

The values of d have been obtained by the optional calculation of J 
from equations (14a), (14b) or (14c). For the new values of d and Jthe 
new filling degrees Hid and flow velocities v can be computed. The 
results obtained from the planning run are presented Table 2. 

Table 2. Results of planning computations for the exemplary net shown in 
Fig. 13. 

The analysis of the results in Table 2 shows that for the given flow val
ues the least filling degree is obtained for the bottom slope being the 
least slope securing the canal self-purification process. For the bottom 
slope being the inverse of diameter d the filling degree Hid is the great
est one and exceeds 50%. 
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The calculation results for modelling and planning runs obtained while 
using the algorithms proposed and MOSKAN software are very similar 
and practically comparable. The differences existing are caused by the 
rounding of numbers used in MOSKAN. It means that the algorithms 
presented are more reliable and dependable than these classical ones 
that use the nomograms and not less reliable than the complicated 
approach that uses SWMM algorithm for sewage networks hydraulic 
modelling. 

5. ALGORITHM FOR THE CALCULATION OF WASTE-

WATER NETWORKS IN DYNAMIC STATE 

In the above descriptions two algorithms for modelling and planning of 
sewage networks working in steady state have been presented and in the 
following an algorithm for dynamic modelling of such the networks is 
proposed. The goal of the algorithm is to calculate the filling heights of 
sewage in the network canals and of sewage flow velocities for fixed 
network structure and slowly changing sewage inflows. The forecasted 
inflow values are given in advance and the investigation presented con
cerns the sanitary and mixed gravitational sewage networks. 

5.1. Simplified flow models of sewage 

The commonly known dynamic flow models of wastewater networks 
are based on two Saint-Venant equations, i.e. on continuity and dynamic 
equations [12, 1, 13, 14, 10]. The model presented below concerns the 
housekeeping, i.e. sanitary, or combined, i.e. sanitary connected with 
rain sewage networks consisted of segments and nodes. The nodes are 
the points in which few segments join together or into/from which the 
wastewater inflows/outflows. The equations of flow continuity hold in 
the nodes and the conditions of concordane of sewage surface levels 
hold in the canals which are combining each other. It is assumed that 
the main hydraulic parameters of the network such as shape, canal 
dimension, canal slope and roughness are constant at any one time, the 
sewage inflows are slow-changing in time and the nets investigated are 
of gravitational type. 
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The formulation of the wastewater net model proposed in the paper is 
based on the Saint-Venant continuity equation and on the Manning 
formula which have the following forms [13]: 

a) continuity equation 

aQ+aA_t;=O 
ax at (15) 

b) Manning formula 

Q=lR2/3 .Jl/2 ·A 
n 

(16) 

where: A - cross sectional area of a canal [ m2], Q- flow rate [ m3 /s ], i; -
sewage inflow calculated for the canal length unit, v = ~ - mean 

velocity of the sewage flow [mis], J- canal slope[%], R- canal 
hydraulic radius [ m ], n - roughness coefficient [ s/m 113]. 

In the following there is assumed that the network is divided by nodes 
into N segments (canals) and each j-th canal is divided into Mj 
subsegments with the relative lengths Llx1, Llx2 , Llx3 , ... .. , Llx M 1 as is 

shown in Fig. 14. In the following relations} means the canal index and 
i means the subsegment index off-th canal. 

The flow changes in respective subsegments ofj-th canal can be written 
in form of equations (forj = 1, ... ,N): 

LlQ1J =Q11-W1-(11 

i=l, .. . ,~ (17a) 

t;; J (I) = t; j (I}· Llx; 

where: N - number of segments, ~ - number of subsegments in j-th 
canal, Q;J - flow in i-th subsegment ofj-th canal given by the Manning 

formula, t;; 1 - sewage inflow to j-th canal calculated for the length unit 

of i-th subsegment, w 1 - sewage inflow to j -th canal being the sum of 

the outputs from other canals combined with canal}. 
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N 
Wj~ I; pkj-QM 1 J +Yj 

k"'} 

j=l, ... ,N (17b) 

where: pkJ - matrix of elements O or 1 describing the connections 

between the network segments, QM1J - outflow fromj-th segment of the 

network, y1 - sewage inflow to j-th network segment. 

c,, c,, t;MJ-IJ l t;~•1J 

i i 
W;(t) i i 

Q., QzJ i i QMJ-IJ QMJJ 

I i 
l l 

,,.x, 6x2 : : 
dxMJ-1 ~XMJ 

Fig. 14. Division of j-th canal segment into subsegments. 

Under assumption that roughness coefficient n and canal slope J are 
constant along the whole length of the segment considered we can write 
the formula describing the flow rate: 

J 2/3 112 Q;j{t)=-;,R;j(t) -J1 ·Aij(t) (17c) 

After rearranging equation (15) to the form: 

(18) 

and after taking into account equations (17a) one can receive equations 
set determining the change of cross sectional area M in time Lit: 

(19) 

The calculated changes are used to determine A; 1 for the next time 

step. From (19) for eachj-th segment and for j = 1, ... ,N the equations 
result: 

A1 (t+ &)=A1 ( t)+-· I Pk •QM (t)+r (t)-Qj(t) +( (t) (20a) & (~ J 
J J Llx; k.; J J J J J J J 
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A;1(t+t.) =Aij(t)+.!!_ ·(Q;-1j(t)-Q;j{t))+s1(t) i=l, .. . ,M; (20b) 
Lh:; 

where: .dt - time step, .dx; - lenght of i-th canal subsegment. 

Solving equations (20a - 20b), beginning from the moment t = 0 up to 
time T with given sewage inflow (;(t), we will receive the set of values 
A; j (for j=l, ... ,N, i = l, ... ,M;, and t= 0, ... ,T) for each .dx; and each 

time step LU, where T is the total simulation time. While solving 
equations (20a - 20b) the initial conditions for t = 0, for cross sectional 
area A and flow rate Q have to be given. 

The flow model is described by relations (17a-17c) and (20a - 20b). 
From (17a-17c) flows Q; j (t) can be computed for each moment t and 

eachj-th network segment (j = I, . .. ,N). Knowing these flow values we 
can calculate cross sectional area A for next time period t+.dt using 
relations (20a, 20b ). 

According to Manning formula the sewage flow depends on the hydrau
lic radius R and on the cross sectional area A whereas R and A depend 
on the canal filling height H. 

To simplify the description of following relations (2la-22c) indexes i 
and j in them will be omitted but the relations concern each section of 
the relative network segment. 

From Manning formula and taking into account canal geometry one can 
formulate the following relations: 

For H <= 0.5d: 

d2 
A = - · (rp - sin rp) 

8 

rp = 2 · arccos (1-2 -JJ-) 

R = fd(J - si: rp J 
For H > 0.5d: 

;rrd2 d2 
A=---· (rp-sinrp) 

4 8 

(21a) 

(21b) 

(21c) 

(22a) 
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rp= 2 ·arcco~2-1}-1) 

R = !!_ + !!_ . sin rp 
4 8 1r-0.5rp 

(22b) 

(22c) 

where: H - canal filling height, rp- canal central angle, d - canal inside 
diameter. 

From the above relations one can see that for circular canals cross sec
tional area A and hydraulic radius R depend on canal filling height H 
and these relations can be described as A =F,(H) and R=F2(H). In this 
way, while knowing cross sectional area A, one can determine filling 
height Hand hydraulic radius R. 

In Fig. 15 the relations between A and canal filling degree Hid for dif
ferent diameter values dare shown. 

Hid 

J I V 
I . I _,,V 

o.• 
I . ,__, v-. 

f, I 

V 

v 
A 

0 0,02 0.0-4 0,06 0,08 0,1 0,12 o,, .. 0 ,16 0 , 18 0,2 0,22 0,24 

--d-0.2 - - •d-0.3 --d•0.5 

Fig. 15. Relations between canal filling degree Hid and cross sectional area 
A for different values d. 

5.2. Algorithm for the first version of the networks model 

The algorithm proposed for calculating the sewage flow dynamic model 
consists for given time t of the following steps (see Fig.16): 

Step 1. Determining cross sectional area A; 1 (t) by solving equations 

(20a-20b) at moment t for each j-th network segment and i-th canal 
subsegment i=l, ... ,Mj. 
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Step 2. Calculating height H;j(t) by solving equation ]'\Hij)-Aij =0 for 

two following options (for j-th network segment,}= 1, .. . ,N, and for all 
canal subsegments i = l, ... ,Mj): 

For H;j s 0.Sd j: 

F(H; 1) = d( -( 2arccos(I - 2 :; )-sin( 2arccos(l- 2 :~J) J J (23a) 

For H;j > 0.Sdj: 

(23b) 

Step 3. Calculating hydraulic radius R;i(t) from relations (21c) or (22c). 

Step 4. Determining flow Q;JCt) from Manning formula (17c). 

Function F(H) is continuous and for H = 0.5d it has the value 1rd 2 • 

8 

Equation F(H; j )- A; j = o for calculating the canal filling degree is 

nonlinear and the standard numerical methods for solving nonlinear 
algebraic equations can be here applied. The algorithm presented is ra
ther complicated and to calculate it the solution of additional equation 
F(H) - A = 0 must be solved. Function F( ·) has the same form as func
tions (23a-23b). The calculations are to do sequentially for each seg
ment of the network, beginning from the furthest segment and ending 
by the segment closest to the wastewater treatment plant. 
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l 
Knowing the values of flow Q(t), the canals filling heights 
H(t} and the areas of active sections A(t) in the I-th canal 
subsegment • we solve equations {20a}- (2.0b) and we 
obtain the active section areas In the next time period 
A(t+flt} for the I-th canal subsegment 

For- the I-th canal subsegment we obtain cenal filling heights 
H(t+b.t) by solving equation F(H(t+.lU)) . A(t+LU)-0; where function 
F(·) ls given by (23a) or (23b) 
Then we calculate the hydraullc radius R(t+b.t) according to the 
formult1 (21c) or (22b). Knowing the values of R(t+ht) and A(t+.llt) we 
determine the flow O(t+.1.t) Dccordlng to the formula (17c) 

Fig. 16. Schema of the algorithm for sewage network dynamic mode II ing. 
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5.3. Second model for dynamic modelling the sewage networks 

The algorithm for the first version of model is rather complicated and to 
calculate it the solution of the additional equation F(H)-A=O must be 
solved. Function F() has the same form as functions (23a)-(23b). The 
calculations are done in sequence for each segment of network, 
beginning from the furthest segment and completing for the segment 
closest to wastewater treatment. The scheme of the algorithm is shown 
in Fig. 16. 

The second version of the network model takes into account the 
calculation of canal filling height H. For canals with the circular cross
sections the relations between active cross sectional area A and filling 
height H can be used. As function F(") jest continues and differentiable 
then we can write down: 

aA aF aH 

at aH at 
(24a) 

where F(-) is given by (23a) or (23b). 

After a transformation of (1 Oa) we obtain: 

oF d 1- cosrp 

oH =4· ✓1:f-(1:f f 
(24b) 

where qi has the form (21 b) or (22b ). 

From equation (18) and from relation (24b) transformed to the 
difference form we receive: 

LIQi 1· (t) d1· 1 - cos(m) LIH- · 
---+- ·--;======.,,====·--'-] = 0 

Llxi 4 H;jCt) -(H; j(t))2 Lit 
dj dj 

(25a) 

Lit Lit 
(25b) 

To transform the above relation let us determine the change of the 
filling height H; J during time Lit: 
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(26a) 

Hd(t) -(Hd(t)r ( ) L1t 

H- -(t+Llt)=H ·(!)+4 ( 1 ) Q·-1 (t)-Q ·(!)+( (t) ·-
11 I) d-. 1-cosf,a. ·(!) I J I) I) Llx-

J 1!hj I 

(26b) 

where: Q;j(t) - flow rate in i-th canal subsegment calculated from 

Manning formula (17c) for the j-th network segment, dj -internal 
diameter of j-th network segment, rpi - canal central angle given by 

formula (21 b) or (22b), Llx; - length of i-th canal segment, Lit - time 

step. 

The second version of the network model is described by relations 
(17c), (21 b) or (22b) and (26a)- (26b). In this model flow Q;j(t) is 

calculated for moment t and for eachj-th network segment (fromj=l to 
j=N-1) in all canal segments i=l, . ... . . ,Mj. Then knowing the flows and 
filling heights Hi J for time period t we can calculate the filling heights 

for next period t+L1t according to (26a) - (26b). 

5.4. Calculation of sewage inflows into combined wastewater 
networks 

The housekeeping as well as industrial or rain sewages are flowing into 
the combined wastewater network. Depending on the kind of sewage its 
inflow rate is calculated in different way. For the housekeeping and 
industrial sewage its inflow towards a given canal is considered as 
maximal hourly flow r dJ defined by the relation: 

(27) 

where: M - number of inhabitants assigned to the given network canal, 
qmv - mean value of the sewage outflow from a house unit, Nhmax -
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coefficient of daily unevenness regarding the housekeeping sewage 
production. 

An exact description of methods calculating the inflows of rain sewage 
into combined wastewater networks can be found in numerous 
literature [5], [10), [20), [21), [22). 

The inflow of rain sewage into the network canals can be calculated by 
determining the functions describing the rainfalls and the drainage 
basin on which the wastewater network is located. For calculating the 
rainfall sewage the following formula can be used: 

(28) 

where: rd - drift of the rain sewage from the terrain on which the 
wastewater network is located, [dm31/s], F- surface of drainage basin 
from which the sewage is drifting towards the given canal section, [ha], 
'P - coefficient of surface drift being the quotient between the rain 
sewage amount reaching the net canal and the total rainfall amount that 
dropped at the regarded soil part, -r - delay coefficient, q d - rainfall 

intensity in [dm3/s ha], being the rainfall amount in dm3 that dropped at 
the soil surface of 1 ha in the time of 1 s. 

Not all amounts of rain water runs off of the drainage basin towards the 
net canals and the process occurs gradually with regard to the 
phenomenon of local retention. It depends on the form of drainage 
basin, on canals situation, on field slope etc. The amount of water that 
does not reach the canals but will seep into the ground or will steam 
away can be estimated by means of the runoff coefficient 'P calculated 
from the Reinhold formula: 

If/= M -l-567. td 0.228 (29) 

where: q - rainfall intensity [dm3/h], fd - rainfall duration [min], M -
factor characterizing the drainage basin and climatic conditions. 

For the given network structure the surface of the drainage basin must 
be determined regarding the shape and configuration of the ground. In 
this way the real directions of water runoff towards the canals can be 
defined. Then the values of 'P for individual field parts can be 
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calculated. These values depend on the density of buildings situated at 
the land and on the kind of!and covering. 

The intensity of significant rainfall is calculated on the base of long 
term meteorological observations. This rainfall is described by the 
following parameters: 

• duration t, [min], 

• rainfall height ho, [mm], 

• intensity I= h,Jt, [mm/min], 

• range F, [ha], 

• probability of appearance p, [%] or 

• incidence c = 100/p, [years]. 

There are several relations combining the rainfall intensity, rainfall 
duration and probability of rainfall appearance. One of the most used 
relation for calculating the runoff of significant rainfall is the following 
Blaszczyk formula: 

6,63~ 
q= 

(~67 
(30) 

where: ho - mean value of yearly rainfall, [mm], q - rainfall intensity 
[dm3/h], c -rainfall incidence [years], Id-rainfall duration [min],p
appearance probability (%),p=IO0/c. 

Duration of significant rainfall Id can be calculated from the formula: 

1 NL· 
1d =1,2-I1p+1k =50 I__!_+1k 

i=l v, 
(31a) 

There is also an another formula for calculating the rainfall duration fw 

in which the network and drainage basin retentions are taken into 
consideration: 

(31b) 
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where: N - number of network segment, t P - time of sewage flow 

through individual canal segments beginning from the upper network 
node to the point in which the calculation is currently doing, [min], L; -
length of i-th canal segment, [ m ], v; - mean value of flow velocity in i
th canal segment, fk - time of soil concentration, A; - surface of lateral 
canal section, F; - surface of drainage basin part belonging to the i-th 
canal segment, Vi - factor of canal volume and of land retention 
regarding the i-th canal segment, qp; - assumed flow of the rain sewage 
in i-th segment of the network, a - factor of used capacity of the 
network retention. 

The total sewage flow in a canal is calculated as the sum of 
housekeeping wastewater, industrial sewage and rainfall water. From 
this united sewage flow the wastewater outlet taking place in overflow 
points which are situated above the canal segment investigated has to 
be subtracted. 

Another way of determining the intensity of significant rainfall is the 
method of constant intensities in which the rainfall duration fd = 10 min 
and the rainfall incidence c = 2 are defined. 

Delay coefficient r depends on the surface of drainage basin, on its 
shape and slope and it can be calculated from the following Burklieg
Ziegler formula: 

I 
r=--

'efi 
Coefficient r can take values from 2 up to 8 and these values are 
bigger for larger drainage basins with bigger slopes. 

The appearance of soil retention can be considered also while doing the 
calculation by using the function j(t) depending on time (Fig. 17). In 
this picture the following function parameters are specified: 

• t, - duration of soil retention, 

• fd - rainfall duration, 

• fk - total time of the runoff of rainfall water towards the canal 
investigated. 
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t, t, t, 

Fig. 17. Function f(t) of wastewater inflow to the sewage network canals. 

For estimated function.I(!) the wastewater inflow to the sewage net 
canal yd(_t) can be calculated with the following formula: 

Yd (t) =qd ·lfl·F· f (t) (32) 

with F - surface of the drainage basin. 

Inflow yd calculated by means of (32) can be considered by the 

modelling of a sewage network as the point-wise inlet introduced into 
the network nodes, but the better approach from the computational 
point of view, is to regard it as the sectional inlet assigned to the canal 
unit. 

S.S. Algorithm for the second model of wastewater network 

simulation 

Taking into account the forecasted values of sewage inflow, the 
velocities v; and the canal fillings H; for each interval Mand for eachj
th network segment can be calculated. Using the calculated canal 
outflow QM1 j as the additional inflow to the next canal segment we 

can simulate with this method any part of the net investigated. 

The algorithm shown in Fig. 18 is based on the second version of the 
network model given by equations (26a) - (26b) and (17c) describing 
the change of filling height H during time l:!.t and on the Manning 
formula for determining the flow Q. In this model the heights of 
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segment fillings are determined for individual time periods. To build 
the model we have to define the following network parameters: 

• type of the net - housekeeping or combined sewage network; 

• structure of the net - number of network segments N, number of 
canal segments M, types of canals, number and type of nodes; 

• network segment parameters, i.e. canal dimensions, slopes, 
lengths and roughness coefficients; 

• initial data for computing, i.e. initial flows and initial filling 
height; 

• date describing the simulation process, i.e. simulation time, time 
steps, network division into segments. 

• sewage inflows into particular nodes 

The inflows of rainfall water to the canals can be given directly 
according to the functions (;(t) determined as a result of soil 
investigations or indirectly using some approximating functions [3]. 

The task of the algorithm is to determine the values of the following 
parameters for each net segment and for fixed time period: 

• the filling height; 

• the flow velocity; 

• the flow rates. 

It is assumed that the hydraulic parameters of segments, namely canal 
shape, canal dimension and roughness are constant. The sewage inflows 
occur in the network nodes. 

In the following the main elements of the algorithm will be desribed: 

Step 1. The net structure defined by: number of nodes NW, number 
of segments N, Mj - number of subsegments in the j-th canal, the set of 
nodes W = {k}, the set of segments {j} , j=l, ... .. . ,N, the set of 
subsegments in the j-th canal {i}, i=l, . ... .. ,Mj , the set of diameters 
{d;}, slopes for the segments J;, j=l, ...... ,N, roughness n; for each 
segment, the initial flow values QiJ and canals filling height values 

H;; (for t=O) for each segmentj=l, ...... ,N and each canal subsegnent 
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i= 1, ...... ,~, the time horizont T and time division into M, (; J -

sewage inflow to the j -th canal calculated for the length unit of the i-th 
subsegment, y J - sewage inflow to the j-th network segment should be 

entered into the algorithm. 

Step 2. The sewage inflow (;;(t) the j-th canal calculated for the 

length unit of the i-th subsegment, YJ - sewage inflow for individual 

net nodes are calculated for the given time period tk = tk-l + Llt. 

Depending on the kind of the network (housekeeping or combined 
sewage net) the rate of inflow for each segment is calculated using the 
relations given in point 2. 

Step 3. For cosidered time tk the cross sectional areas A; J and 

hydraulic radiuses R;J for the known filling heights H;J(tk) 

(calculated according to (26a)-(26b)) are determined (for the particular 
j-th net segments j=l, .... .. ,N and for each i-th canal subsegment 
i=l , ...... ,~) as follows: 

for H;J :,;Q.5d J: j=l, ...... ,N 

d _2 

A; ;(tk )= +· (q.>; ;(tk )- sin (q.,; ;(tk ))) 

R; 1 ( 1 k ) = d J · (q.,;; (t k )- sin( q.>;; (t d)) 
4·q.>;1(tk) 

i=l, ...... ,~ 

for HiJ >0.5d J: j=l, ...... ,N i=l, ...... ,~ 

,rd2 d .2 
A; j (tk )= -+-+. (q.,; ;(tk )- sin (q.,; ;(tk ))) 

d d sinl\V;;Uk)) 
R;;(tk) = -1...+-1...·---~--

4 8 1r-0.S·q.>;;Uk) 

(33a) 

(33b) 

(33c) 

(34a) 

(34b) 
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(34c) 

where: d;- diameter ofj-th network segment. 

Step 4. Knowing hydraulic radiuses R; J (tk) and active areas of canal 

segments A;j(tk) we can calculate (for individual segmentsj=I, ...... ,N 

and for the i-th canal subsegment where i=l, ...... ,1'0'): 

a) flow rates Q;: 

Q;;(lk) = f(R;;(/k)t 3 · J/ 2 · A;;(lk) 
J 

(35) 

b) flow velocities v;: 

I 2 /3 l 
v;J(tk)= nj (R;J(tk)) .Jj2 (36) 

where: n1- roughness coefficient ofj-th segment, .lj-canal slope ofj-th 
segment of the network. 

The calculations are done sequentially for each segment of the network, 
beginning from the furthest segment and completing the computing for 
the segment which is closest to the wastewater treatment plant. Each 
segment is divided subsequently into 1'0' subsegments for which the 
calculations shown are repeated. 

Step 5. In each followed node the relation is calculated: 

N 
w;(tk)= I PkJ'QM .;(1k)+r1(1k) (37) 

k~J J 

where: PkJ - matrix consisting of O and elements describing the 

connections between the network segmenst, QM 1 J - outflow from the 

j-th segment of the network, y J - sewage inflow to the }-th network 

segment, w1 - sewage inflow to the j-th canal being the sum of the 

outflowws form other canals connected with the j-th canal. 
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Step 6. Knowing the values of flow rates Q;J(tk) in all segments of the 

net we can determine the canal filling heights for the next time period 
tk+I = tk + Lit as: 

After calculating the canal filling heights in all segments of the net for 
the time period tk+I = tk + Lit we calculate active areas of segments A, 

hydraulic radiuses R, flow rates Q and velocities v; for the whole 
network and for the whole time od simulation. Using the simplified 
flow models the sewage networks of any kind can be calculated for 
dynamical case. 
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Knowing the values of canals filling heights H(t) we calculate the 
areas of active sections A(t) from the relations (33a) or (34a) and 
the hydraulic radius R(t) according to the formula (33b) or (34b). 
Next we determine the values of flow Q(t) from the Manning formula 
(35) 

Solving equations (26a}- (2Gb) we obtain the canals 
filling heights H(t+iJ.t) in next t ime period 

Fig 18. Schema of the computing algorithm for the second version of the 
network model. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

In the paper a new practical approach for computing sewage networks 
is proposed. It differs from the approaches commonly used in the 
today's practice of sewage nets operation. The standard and mostly 
applied method of sewage network calculation consists in using 
nomograms which enable to calculate in a pure mechanical way the 
basic parameters of the designed nets such as diameters and canal 
slopes on the base of estimated sewage inflow values. The nomogram 
schemes have to be drawn before the process of network designing is 
started and their drawing occurs on the base of appropriate hydraulic 
equations and relations. The results received depend strongly on the 
quality of the schemes used. 

The modern approach in this field consists of applying advanced com
puter programs like SWMM [7, 15] developed by EPA [11] or MIKE 
URBAN developed by DHI [16] . They use in their computations hy
draulic models of sewage networks. This approach requires an ad
vanced computer knowledge from the program users and although the 
programs mentioned are already commonly used by university scientists 
then there is lack of their applications in waterworks. The most im
portant obstacle in using this software in operational practice in water
works is the necessity of having a calibrated hydraulic model of the 
network investigated. To calibrate the model a GIS system to generate 
the numerical map of the network and a properly dense monitoring sys
tem to collect the measurements data have to be installed on the sewage 
net what generates expensive costs [ 17]. The most of Polish water
works are municipal enterprises and they commonly have not enough 
money for buying such the costly systems. 

It seems that the approach for modelling sewage networks presented in 
the paper being an indirect method between the standard and modern 
ones can be currently an ideal tool for computing the networks : it keeps 
all advantages of the both approaches and it has not got their draw
backs. It uses the analytical relations concerning the hydraulics and ge
ometry of sewage networks and it transforms them to nonlinear equa
tions from which - depending on the requirements - demanded canal 
fillings and sewage speeds or canal diameters and slopes can be directly 
calculated. The analysis of the equations performed enables to deter-
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mine available maximal sewage inflows ingoing to the network nodes. 
The calculation can be done quickly and exactly avoiding the using of 
the complicated network hydraulic model. 

The computational example presented for steady state modelling and 
planning of sewage networks is rather simple but the algorithms pro
posed can be either used unproblematic for modeling and designing 
more complex municipal sewage systems. 

In the paper also an algorithm for dynamic modelling of communal 
sewage networks is proposed although it does not have been used until 
now for network calculation; this task waits for realization what will be 
done in the next future. 

For the algorithms presented an essential problem is to determine mod
els of sewage inflows into individual network segments. In the case of 
communal and industrial sewage these inflows are relatively simple to 
define knowing the data of the water consumption regarding the end 
users of the water network connected with the sewage one. These in
flows can be modelled as the curves with constant values for subse
quent time sections. 

A problem arises by modelling the rain fall water flowing into the sew
age canals. The rain water inflows can be defined directly by means of 
some wastewater functions resulted from special field investigation or 
indirectly by means of the functions describing the rainfall and the re
ferred drainage basin. In the second case several parameters describing 
the soil like surface and shape of the terrain, field decrease, buildings 
density on the drainage basin, soil covering etc. must be defined what 
complicates essentially the problem of inflow modelling [17]. 

In the paper two algorithms for dynamic modelling and planning of 
communal sewage networks are proposed. In the first algorithm the 
network investigated is described with the relations (17a - 17c) and 
(20a-20b) from which the lateral area A for each canal segment) and for 
the simulation time t can be determined. Subsequently an additional 
equation in form F(H)-A=O is formulated with function F(H) defined by 
(23a) or (23b). From this equation canal filling height H and canal 
hydraulic radius R can be calculated and using them the sewage flow Q 
can be determined. This approach seems to be simple but the necessity 
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to formulate and solve the equation F(H)-A=O complicates the process 
of the modelling. 

In the second algorithm the canal filling height H for given simulation 
times tare determined directly by solving the difference equation (38a-
38b). Afterwards the sewage flows Q can be calculated from (35). The 
network modelled can be calculated step by step for all network 
segments taking subsequently the outflows from some canal segments 
as the inflows to other ones. 

For both algorithms the essential problem is to determine the models of 
sewage inflows to the individual network segments. In the case of 
communal and industrial sewage these inflows are relatively simple to 
define knowing the data of the water consumption regarding the end 
users of the water network connected with the sewage one. These 
inflows can be modelled as the curves with constant values for 
subsequent time sections. A problem arises by modelling the rain fall 
water flowing into the sewage canals. The rain fall sewage inflows can 
be defined directly by means of some wastewater functions resulted 
from special field investigation or indirectly by means of the functions 
describing the rainfall and the referred drainage basin. In the second 
case several parameters describing the soil like surface and shape of the 
terrain, field decrease, buildings density on the drainage basin, soil 
covering etc. must be defined what complicates essentially the problem 
of inflow modelling. 

The algorithms for modelling and planning the sewage networks 
presented in the paper are in our opinion an indirect approach between 
the standrad method using the nomograrnms and the more sophisticated 
method using the hydraulic models of the networks like SWMM 
developed by EPA (US Environment Protection Agency). The 
modelling with the nomograrnms is very simple but not very exact and 
its application is pure mechanical without any need to understand the 
process of modelling. On the other side the modelling with hydraulic 
models is very exact and also very difficult because of the need to 
determine many network and terrain parameters. In the case of our 
algorithms the exactness is better than by the nomograrnms and the 
complications are lower than by the hydraulic models. 
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